No NEET solution in place for aspirants reaching test centres

Over 55,000 candidates in Telangana and 61,842 in Andhra Pradesh are going to take the National Engineering Entrance Test (NEET) being conducted by the National Testing Agency (NTA) in four centres in Telangana and four centres in Andhra Pradesh. In Telangana, the testing centres are in Hyderabad, Karimnagar, Warangal and Khammam. In Andhra Pradesh, Vizianagaram, Guntur, Visakhapatnam and Nellore. The NTA has released the list of student's roll numbers, centre details and timings for the examination on June 20.

Ministers flout mask rule and social distancing norms without a care

State sees biggest single-day spike

On the 53rd day, the state registered 4,087 new Covid-19 cases, taking the tally to 1,11,688. The government has reserved ICU beds, Oxygen and beds for patients with severe condition at 14 hospitals across the state. The Sagar district has registered 3,007 new cases in the last 24 hours, the highest. It is closely followed by Nalgonda with 693, Medak with 660 and Warangal with 540.

Role of ITVs in technical education in India

The National Highways Authority of India has launched three greenfield highways in Telangana, including the 190-km-long Hyderabad-Phalodi highway which will reduce travel time between Hyderabad and Phalodi, in the northern Indian state of Himachal Pradesh. The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) has planned to complete the projects by 2024-25. Under the expressway projects proposed are Vaddaluru (Rajabhat) - Nizamabad, Prakasam - Narayanagutta - Ramagondanagar - Kadapa and Chittoor - Tachhyal - Daniel (Nail). Under the expressway projects, the NHAI will lay four-lane, four-lane NHAI is planning to construct four-lane sections, with a speed limit of 120 kmph, and 100 kmph for centers and 40 kmph for urban. The expressway projects will create employment opportunities for about 1,50,000 people. On completion, the Bisonerguda-Kadapa and Chittoor-Tachhyal-Daniel (Nail) expressways will cut the travel time between the two cities from three hours to one hour.

NHA Revs plans of 5 greenfield expressways

The Telangana government has scrapped its plans for five greenfield highways in Telangana, officials said. The Telangana government plans to construct five greenfield highways which will be completed in 36 months. The government has already completed the feasibility report and preliminary work. The new highways will be constructed in the next financial year. The officials said the new highways will be completed in 2027-28.

NPTEL is the online learning platform

NPTEL is the online learning platform that is already operational. It offers a range of courses in different subjects, including engineering, science, and technology. The platform is designed to provide flexible learning opportunities to students in various parts of India. NPTEL works with the Indian government, universities, and industries to develop and provide high-quality educational courses.

PLASTIC WASTES: HOMES WITH COVID IN TELANGANA

Plastics Industry

The plastic waste generation during the COVID pandemic has almost doubled. The waste generated has not been collected and the plastic waste is being thrown in water bodies. The plastic waste is being thrown in water bodies near water bodies. The plastic waste is being thrown in water bodies near water bodies. The plastic waste is being thrown in water bodies near water bodies. The plastic waste is being thrown in water bodies near water bodies. The plastic waste is being thrown in water bodies near water bodies.
The industrial efficiencies being reflect at Visakhapatnam, where 60 out of 84 freight trains have reached the station without any delay, in time and on schedule, thereby proving to be hub of freightner. But, the government feel that it is the time to grant the status of freightner to Visakhapatnam, instead of continuing with the mere status of port city.
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No Covid management at NIMS

N R SETHU

Hospitals are asking patients to stay at home to keep the numbers down. However, at NIMS, the situation is different. Patients have to come to the hospital

Workers at sweet shop mourned over woman

A 35-year-old woman who owned a sweet shop was murdered in a three-storied apartment in Basheerbagh. The woman Srushti Sai, who was the wife of her brother, said, "The shop had to close down during lockdown, which was very tough for us. It makes us wonder how we will start up our shop again." She said that the woman was staying in a different flat in the apartment.

CANDLIE RALLY

Doctors refer cases to private hospitals, loot Covid patients

Several doctors, medical & health personnel, ambulance drivers and paramedics have done away with ethics by taking any and every means of stealing patients by getting them treated by them. They are referred by general practitioners to the nearest hospitals, but they generally go to their own private hospitals. If a patient suffers from any disease, they will refer him to the hospital which is nearer to them. And if the patient is referred from outside, they will ensure that he is treated by the doctor who has been referred. The patients are forced to pay.

The government will soon start monitoring the movements of hospitals.

The reputed hospital keep buds under reserved capacity. Many doctors and private practitioners are entering into agreements with small hospitals to keep the reserved capacity of these hospitals under the roof. The patients are referred to the hospital where they have been referred by their doctors. The patients are forced to pay.

The government has to start monitoring the movements of hospitals.

In brief

Four startups clinch top honours at TiE Women

The Chandigarh Police have launched a probe against a doctor for allegedly charging Rs 1 lakh medical fee in the Reddy Colony, a video, which was identified at a site, in the village was shot and a team of the police wing is looking into it.

Oxygen therapy device to help Corona patients

The PMO has released Rs 1500 crore for setting up dedicated oxygen plants in Covid hospitals. The government is also providing oxygen therapy devices to Corona patients.

UoH students’ abstracts selected for BCVS 2020

UoH students’ abstracts have been selected for BCOVS 2020. The items include various innovations and products for healthcare and lifestyle sector.

2 killed in separate incidents

Two people were killed in a road accident on separate occasions in the last 24 hours under Hyderabad Police Commissionerate.

ICMR begins second round of serum surveillance

The authorities are engaged in survey to examine community-based operationalization of house survey in 30 villages across the country, to examine any trends in COVID-19 infection.

Skilled women defend frontline Covid warriors

The company failed to reply to the complaint. The forensic report of the account’s company indicated that the company furnishing flawed and wrong information to the government about the number of major portion of workforce. The company also furnished relevant and correct company and routing of salary leading bank.
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Prabhakar Rao assures more safety measures at power plants

Crisis-hit transport sector seeks govt help to survive

KC declines nod for Mukharram procession

HC declines nod for Mukharram procession

Second year Intermediate classes from September 1

DCC chiefs want Gandhis to lead Cong
Further delay in conducting JEE, NEET affects academic year: IIT Delhi director

Over 4 lakh admit cards downloaded for NEET

Writing letter to Sonia Gandhi wasn't proper: Digvijaya Singh

Gujarat tops Niti Aayog's Export Preparedness Index 2020

B'luru zoo names elephant calf after Sudha Murthy

We should together fight Centre for undermining states' rights: CMS

Cancel parl panel meeting on Internet services in J-K: Dubey to Tharoor

IYC stage protest demanding JEE, NEET postponement

GoM must govern students on NITs, IITs, says Rahul Gandhi

Ramlal Raman, becoming first woman hockey player to get Khel Ratna

Phase II human trial of vaccine begins in Pune

Funding for 350 refereeing services

Indian hockey to achieve this goal in Tokyo next month

In huge setback, Centre seeks postponement of JEE-Mains, NEET

Indian hockey for decades now. "It will become a zero academic year and sacrifices.

"That's one reason why she could not hold back tears on being nominated for the Padma Shri," Rani said.

"Anyway, it is not easy for a woman hockey player and Rani Rampal on becoming first woman hockey player and receiving Padma Shri."

"It is extremely emotional and could impact the careers of so many bright students. "We have been better than those leaders who have written the letter and the committee." a member of the parliamentary panel said.
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The transformation of the profession from one of information management to strategy-making is tremendous. An accountant, who was more of a back-end person, has been catapulted to the front.

It is not just commerce in physical commodities but on the digital internet and associated applications and content. The speed of change has been so fast in this digital age. It is not just commerce but it is commerce of data. The accounting profession was used to dealing with revenue calculation and so on, but now it is dealing with data. This has been a huge shift in the culture of the profession. Even the future will not be the same because of the use of technology.

There are many changes in the current business trends and consequently, the accounting profession is also going through a lot of changes. There is shift in the way businesses think about the use of technology. Accountants are no longer just deal with data. They are now dealing with data and its analysis. They are becoming the gateway to big data in the world, which is a huge shift.

The profession of accounting has come a long way. It has already become hard-core technical and quantitative without even looking at ethical and moral problems. The profession of accounting has been identified with the word ‘account’. It used to deal with data entry and emphasis is still on this. But now, it is a science of understanding business. It is a science of decision-making. It is a science of future.

Accountants are now an integral part of the business decision making. They are helping businesses to strategise and figure out what is the right decision to be taken. Accountants are helping businesses to look into the future and make informed decisions.

The transformation of the profession from one of information management to strategy-making is tremendous. An accountant, who was more of a back-end person, has been catapulted to the front.
**Slew of reform measures need of the hour, says report**

India's GDP needs to rise annually at 8-8.5 per cent to compensate for a decade of stagnating growth or else the country risks becoming an 'middle-income trap', according to a report. 

The commerce ministry's investigation arm DGTR has found that the domestic market in India faces a closure of around 12-18 per cent due to increased production and capacity utilisation from outside the country.

Growing the urbanisation is likely to create sharpened competition between industrial workers in search of employment. Increased competition will result if the consumers in India will have to find jobs or other income outside the non-farm jobs per year from formal economic growth. India's decade of stagnating growth or quality will lead to the need for the government to reduce fiscal and promote private expenditures, it said.

**Gold, silver decline tracking weak global trends**

Gold prices declined Rs 210 to Rs 45,950 per 10 gram in the national capital on Wednesday following a strong trend in global market and rupee strengthening.

The precious metal in the national capital closed below Rs 46,200 per 10 gram in the previous trade. The metal was quoted at Rs 46,157 per 10 gram from Rs 46,373 on Tuesday, following a weak trend in global bullion market and a strengthening of the rupee.

The rupee settled 77.35 against the US dollar on Wednesday, gaining 0.39 per cent or 0.42 paise in the interbank foreign exchange (Forex) market. The benchmark 10-year government bond yield declined to 6.10 per cent from 6.11 per cent in the previous trade.

**Sri Lanka will adopt 'India first' approach**: Foreign Secretary

Sri Lanka will adopt an “India first” approach in the new economic framework that the country is finalising to overcome its debt crisis, Foreign Secretary Dinesh Gunawardena said on Wednesday.

It would be from Monday to August 31, 2020, a release said.

He said the Sri Lankan government, in consultation with the four large international donor countries and the IMF, was working on a modernisation programme to address the country’s economic challenges.

**Inex launches 5G ready Open-solutions**

Inex Labs today rolled out a range of 5G ready enterprise solutions to help enterprises drive better business outcomes.

The solutions, based on the Ericsson 5G Core and Ericsson Radio Access Network (E-RAN), are designed to meet the needs of enterprises looking to exploit the capabilities of 5G technology.

**Sensinox surges 230 pts on fag-end buying**

Sensinox shares surged 230 points on fag-end buying today, as traders took a punt on a pick-up in demand for the home appliance manufacturer.

The stock of the company, which makes kitchen appliances, rose by 230 points or 6.51 per cent to hit a day’s high of Rs 3,680 on the BSE.

**Sensex up 230 points, Nifty up 77.35 points**

Markets today closed on a higher note on Monday.

The 30-share Sensex rose by 230.64 points or 0.66 per cent to end at 3,445.88.

The broader 50-share Nifty advanced 77.35 points or 0.59 per cent higher to close at 13,084.49.

**Gold, silver decline tracking weak global trends**

Gold prices declined Rs 210 to Rs 45,950 per 10 gram in the national capital on Wednesday following a strong trend in global market and rupee strengthening.
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CONSIDER GOING VEGAN, BECAUSE WHY NOT?

Dr Apoorva Rawul, who had taken the initiative to encourage people to turn vegan, recently held a talk at Achari Aloo Gobi in Hyderabad. This is a special talk for choosing to influence others to follow suit.

So, how can a vegan diet benefit you?

There are a lot of myths surrounding eating plant-based foods, but in reality, it has been shown that a vegan diet can be nutritious, delicious, and even more convenient than a meat-based diet.

1. A fresh start: Going vegan can be a great way to start fresh and make some changes to your lifestyle. By adopting a plant-based diet, you can improve your health and reduce your environmental impact.

2. More variety: A vegan diet can offer a lot of variety in terms of food choices. There are many fruits, vegetables, grains, legumes, nuts, and seeds that can be used in a vegan diet.

3. Better for the planet: Eating a vegan diet can help reduce your carbon footprint. This is because the meat industry is responsible for a significant amount of greenhouse gas emissions.

4. Better for the animals: Adopting a plant-based diet can help reduce the suffering of animals. By not consuming animals, you can help to reduce the demand for meat and other animal products.

5. Better for your health: A vegan diet can be very healthy. It can help you to lose weight, reduce your risk of chronic diseases, and improve your overall health.

Hence, it is highly recommended to go vegan and help to save the world.

Azmi ke Alfaaz inspiring several women

Sabina Azmi who hails from the city of Ahmedabad, is an inspiration to many. Her works of art are known to be thought-provoking and encourage people towards empathy and self-reflection.

The story is based on her father’s interviews with a filmmaker and brought out the impact of society on all levels of society. It is a story of the pain and suffering of people caught up in the middle. The story is about the need for education and the role of parents in the lives of their children.

The Muslim community in the city of Ahmedabad is highly influential and is a force to be reckoned with. The novel highlights the importance of education and the role of parents in shaping the lives of their children.

Preventing the exploitation of animals is not only the reason for becoming vegan, but it is the most important one.

The question is, are you ready to make a change in your lifestyle and choose to go vegan?

Hyderabad

Covid turns big fat weddings in the city into a day affair. It is estimated that 60,000 weddings have been conducted in the city this year alone. The average expenditure on weddings is Rs 50 lakh. The Muslim community in the city has been affected by the pandemic. However, the Muslim community has adopted some new measures to conduct weddings.

The pandemic has forced the Muslim community to hold small-scale weddings. This has been adopted by the Muslim community in the city of Hyderabad. The trend has been adopted by the Muslim community in the city of Hyderabad.

The Muslim community in the city of Hyderabad is known for its grand weddings. However, this year, many weddings have been conducted in a small-scale manner due to the pandemic. The Muslim community has adopted some new measures to conduct weddings.

The Muslim community in the city of Hyderabad is known for its grand weddings. However, this year, many weddings have been conducted in a small-scale manner due to the pandemic. The Muslim community has adopted some new measures to conduct weddings.

The Muslim community in the city of Hyderabad is known for its grand weddings. However, this year, many weddings have been conducted in a small-scale manner due to the pandemic. The Muslim community has adopted some new measures to conduct weddings.

The Muslim community in the city of Hyderabad is known for its grand weddings. However, this year, many weddings have been conducted in a small-scale manner due to the pandemic. The Muslim community has adopted some new measures to conduct weddings.
Most awaited Asian art auction announced for Fall

As one of the most anticipated art auctions of the season, Christie’s 2021 Autumn Sale in New York has been announced. On November 14th and 15th, Christie’s in New York will unveil a comprehen- sive collection of Asian art, including works from China, India, and Southeast Asia. The auction will feature a diverse array of objects, including paintings, sculptures, and textiles, spanning centuries and cultures.

Christie’s announced that the sale will include more than 1,000 lots of art, representing a wide range of artistic styles and periods. The auction is expected to bring in millions of dollars, reflecting the growing interest in Asian art among collectors and investors.

Highlights of the auction include a selection of Chinese paintings and calligraphy, ranging from traditional landscapes to modern abstract works. There will also be an extensive collection of Indian art, featuring a range of religious and secular themes, as well as a selection of Southeast Asian art, including textiles and earrings from Indonesia.

The auction is part of Christie’s global art sales, which have shown strong growth in recent years, with Asian art leading the way. In 2020, Christie’s sold more than $400 million worth of Asian art, setting new records for individual artists and establishing new benchmarks for the overall market.

The auction is being held online, with live bidding from Christie’s New York, London, Hong Kong, and Singapore. Bidders will have the opportunity to view the works in person at Christie’s New York prior to the auction.

Christie’s has also announced a series of events leading up to the auction, including lectures, workshops, and viewing sessions, which will provide a platform for collectors to explore the rich history and culture of Asian art.

In a statement, a spokesperson for Christie’s said, “We are excited to bring together a unique collection of Asian art from around the world, representing a wide range of artistic styles and periods. This auction is a testament to the growing interest in Asian art, and we look forward to sharing it with our clients and the broader art community.”
A director’s life.

For Nani says an upcoming film, T, is special to him as it marks his 25th release. This trilingual directorial debut of Gopal Varma, who was a collective decision to approach the P tejo director with the screenplay and that the project will move ahead only if the writer was happy with the overall script. I had no issue at all. I went in for a different reason and was set for a cold response. But, I was shocked and surprised when the director said yes. What must I have asked for?“ Kartik asks. The Pioneer exclusive.

Interestingly, Varma tells the story last but chip in as a screenplay writer. When I’m not with a change he proposed, he asked me to come with three-four other alternative ideas. For any artist, it is a big deal to have major films. To have more than one release in the same year is an out-of-the-world feeling to see your work getting appreciated. The movie is special to me as it delves into the life of a police officer played by Sudheer Babu, who is a known radical thoughts on the genre, his look would be in the late 70s, he promises to do away with all the commercial potboilers, and take the audience on a new style of writing for the audience. He believe that the film will be set in the underbelly of the Kolar Gold Fields. And the whole film would be in Kannada language. I’m doing my best. I know a lot about the region and don’t need to rely on any reference. I’ve done research on the subject for this role.” Prakash Raj.
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Barca still hoping Messi will stay

Can Anderson reach the 700-mark? He says why not?

Misbah hopes Eng would soon tour Pakistan

Dhoni has unrelenting ability to pick his moments: Kuggeleijn

Couldnt hold back tears, says Rani after getting Khel Ratna

Not only quelling of captain: Azhar

South Africa star Anderson pleased with breakthrough

Barcelona: Pep Guardiola’s dreams could come true

Not only quelling of captain: Azhar

Barcelona star James Rodriguez has been training in the city for the past three months. He is expected to make his debut for the club in January.

**Women declared dead opens eyes to large-scale poverty in Pakistan**

A woman who was declared dead in her southern Pakistan village is alive and well, authorities said Wednesday.

**James Anderson in tears after winning World Cup award**

James Anderson was in tears after receiving the World Cup award for his outstanding performance in the tournament.

**Barcelona star James Rodriguez training in city ahead of January debut**

Barcelona star James Rodriguez has been training in the city for the past three months. He is expected to make his debut for the club in January.

**RCA have all bases covered including death bowling**

The Royal Challengers Bangalore team have all bases covered, including death bowling, with players like Harshal Patel, Dinesh Karthik, and Mohammad Siraj.
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